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Abstract: 1. Introduction

These days all over world there is so much focus on These days beside all other natural problems, 

economic progress of their nation but mankind has global warming is becoming a national and 
made a giant gap in its journey through time. The international problem, it concerns of shrinking 
overall development gave us an upgraded lifestyle but natural resources, pollution, greenhouse effect, 
has also lead to a gave a big loss of biodiversity, climatic energy shortage, environmental disorders, 
change, environment damage and so many. Banks are effluents duly affected the natural balance which 
the part of service sector still not the exception for this effects and touch every business sector. For this 
because it provides an important leadership for the earlier the world commission on environment and 
required economic development which utilizes to development published in its article about a 
provide new financing opportunities as well as portfolio survey based on how environmental fortification 
management to create a strong and successful carbon and growth of an economy are correlated. In an 
free economy. That's why concept of green banking is 

economy like India characterized by increasing 
important because it provides paperless banking, 

globalization and over population, society is 
reduces the use of power and energy, also helpful in 

bound to be effected by the ill effect of 
reducing the banking activities cost and all these helps a 

development. Sustainable development is the 
lot in environment sustainability. So the main objective 

concept for which all industries are concentrating 
of this paper is to know the reflects of the green banking 

seeking because sustainability helps in managing 
in environment sustainability by knowing what all 

social and environmental perils in making of 
initiatives are taken by different banks (public banks 

decision and finding opportunities for innovative and private banks) to promote more and more eco-
product development in new areas. It has been friendly banking products and services. The main 
seen that environment society and economy are source of data is secondary including journals, bank's 
the three pillars of the sustainability tripod.reports through which we find that banks are taking so 

Green banking is not a separate bank or institute to many initiatives to start different green activities to 

promote green banking but still so many opportunities operate banking operations but it means to ensure 

are unutilized but still banks are teaching their environment friendly practices in this sector to 

customers in different manner. Green banking is a reduce internal and external carbon footprints as it 

proactive and smart way of banking with an objective to is not considering as polluting industry, but 
achieve future sustainability and also promote eco- directly or indirectly it supports the all businesses 
friendly business practices. which are involve in making pollutants by its 

Keywords: activities. Beside this bank's also impacts the 

environment by increasing energy consumption Green banking, environment sustainability, carbon 
like light, air conditioner, paper consumption and less banking, online banking, cost effective, paperless 
so on. Banks are the major source of fundsbanking.
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so they can help environment by ensuring ?? Paying bills online

environmentally responsible investment and by ?? Paper recycling
evaluate the lending's.

?? ATM
As this green banking mantra covers two aspects, 

?? Green account
first is the efficient and effective use of all 

?? Conduct meeting through video 
resources, energy by reducing carbon footprints 

conferencing
and second is to encourage, motivate and finance 

As it is a new concept for Indian population so the environment friendly business projects. 
they need awareness, education and training Because green banking is not only to make things 
programs to familiarize the customer with the sustainable but also create an eco-friendly 
technologies and facilities introduced by the green dispensation of credits for which a well-defined 
banking. As this concept will be mutually evaluation should be taken of all projects that are 
benefited for the banks, industries and the financed in terms of environment.
economy to promoted environmental friendly 

The concept of green banking emerged in 2009 
practices and reducing the carbon footprints from 

with coming of the first green bank based in Mt. 
the banking practices. Green banking aims to 

Dora Florida, United States. The institute for 
improve the operations and technology by also 

development and research in banking and 
making the customer's habit to use environment 

technology established by RBI defines green 
friendly banking operations.

banking as:-
The paper first gives an overview of the green 

Green banking is an umbrella term referring to 
banking industry, objectives of the study and 

practices and guidelines that makes banks 
research questions. In the later part of the paper 

sustainable in economic, environment and social 
the major strategies of green banking, effects of 

dimensions. It aims to make banking processes 
green banking and conclusions and future 

and the use of IT and physical infrastructure as 
directions of research are elaborated. The final 

efficient and effective as possible with zero or 
part of the paper elaborates different green 

minimal impact on the environment.
banking strategies adopted by different banks. 

Considering the nature of banking process and 
 1.1 Why Green Banking…?

infrastructures this report offers guidelines for 
The reason behind moving towards green 

green banking in two levels.
banking in this changing environment:-

? Making day to day business operations, 
?? Going green helps in cut throat competitive 

banking products and services greener by 
market.

following simple practices and making them 
?? Consumers are very much interested in environmentally friendly.

environment friendly goods and services.? Making IT infrastructure and physical 

?? The wave of globalization has increased the infrastructure greener and taking initiatives so 

level of awareness of investors due to which they that bank could itself generate electricity for its 

are opting environment friendly investment.own consumption.

?? Government made strict regulations and That's why implementation of green banking is 

made for proper uses to technology for which implement too.

banks have adopted various ways to make 
?? Government agencies demand for a high 

changes are:-
disclosure.

?? Sending payment slips, reimbursement slips.
So on behalf of all banks are required to manage 

?? Online net banking system
their day to day operations which considering the 
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impact on environment and also support such utilization of natural resources.

alternatives which are having positive impact on Dipika (2015) studies the various annual reports 
the earth. and journals of banks to know how banks adopt 

2. Review of Literature various strategies to implement green banking to 

promote green business and green practices to Bahl (2012) talked about significant strategies 
protect the environment. Besides, this green adopting by Indian banks for green banking 
banking faced various challenges in different implementation for which creative awareness is 
areas but with the help of training and awareness required in internal and external system to achieve 
programs banks successfully implementing their sustainable growth. Second is Yadav (2013) 
green practices.studied various approaches adopted by private 

and public banks towards green banking so Gopi (2016) wrote about effective impact of green 

banking sector also participate in the environment banking practices over the environment in which 

protection by reducing carbon printing. they are using natural sources of energy which are 

available endless and pollution free. Even banks Kandavel (2013) talked about how the different 
promoting their card payment options, digital banks actively start green banking by launching 
payment, online banking, messages and emails for solar ATMs in various cities, by installing 
information to reduce paper printing which will windmill projects in coastal areas like Tamil Nadu, 
highly helpful in conservation of nature.Maharashtra and Gujarat for captive use, phone 

banking, paperless statements and online Deka (2018) done a SWOT analysis of green 

transactions to reduce carbon footprints, wastage banking by SBI in which also talked about 

of paper and promote the conservation of customer's perception towards green banking 

environment by introducing pollution free practices as this is a pollution free, energy and 

services known as green banking. time saver, paperless and also available anytime 

everywhere with their customers. Upcoming Chaurasia (2014) list out the benefits of green 
generation is accepting the green banking with banking like it's not only beneficial for banks but 
positive perception but still various sections of also for individual and industries to improve the 
society needs assurance that is a safe and risk free asset quality and future sustainability of long term 
banking.businesses.

3. Objectives of the StudySreesha (2014) represents the various models and 

design the channels for green banking because 3.1 To investigate the role of green banking in 

now a day's time changes so banks also needs to be sustainable development of future. 

upgrade with technology and convert traditional 3.2 To investigate before the green banking 
banking into technical banking which not only Practices introduced by various banks.
reduce internal burden but also reduce carbon 3.3 To identify the factors motivating the 
footprints and wastage of paper even externally customers to use green banking products and 
reduce the pollution, save the trees and helpful for services.
customers by providing anytime anywhere 

4. Research Approach
banking via online banking.

Researcher have collected the data from 
Shalu et al. (2014) mentioned the green banking 

secondary sources in which includes the literature 
playing important role in environment 

review of various journals, reports of the 
sustainability by reducing carbon printing and 

respective banks, relative information from 
promoting paperless banking. Beside this also, 

different internet sites. In this study also include a 
using solar ATMs, installing windmills for 

primary data source i.e. interviews of the 
electricity which are best and pollution free 

employees of respective banks.
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5. Major Effects of Green Banking 6.3 Paperless Banking

As highlighted by Institute for Development and All banks are moving towards CBS or ATM 

Research in banking technology established by platforms which enable the electronic banking 

RBI the major effects of green banking are:- facilities due to which they find a great scope for 

paperless banking which are heavily adopting 5.1 Green process shows that every activity must 
banks.be environment friendly. It may be paperless 

6.4 Energy Consciousnesstransaction, maintaining contacts through online 

mode, offering banking products in a way to have Banks have to install energy efficient equipment's 
minimal environmental impact. in their office because banks have to transform this 

green banking in hardware, waste management, 5.2 Green products and services are like online 

energy efficient technology products. Banks also banking, paperless statements, online bill 

supplying energy saving equipment to various payments, net banking, NEFT, RTGS, etc.

educational institutes and hospitals.5.3 Green strategies means to explain the key 
6.5 Social Responsibility Servicesstakeholders about environmental values, green 

policies and so on. Indian banks are doing various social 

responsibility service like plantation camps, 6. Major Strategies of Green Banking

pollution checkup camps, awareness camps Indian banks are adopting green banking as a 
regarding new technologies entrepreneurship business model for sustainable banking. Some of 
schemes and so on. The financial times and the following strategies are adopted by banks 
international financial corporation is a member of towards green banking:-
World Bank group launched various sustainable 

6.1 Carbon Credit Business
finance awards regarding various social, 

These days all nations are trying to reduce 
environmental and corporate governance into 

greenhouse gases emission by reducing carbon to 
their business operations. They categorize their 

protect our environment and things remain 
awards between financial and non-financial 

sustainable. These practices must be approved by 
companies in finding commercially viable and 

certified emission reductions commonly known as 
innovative solutions to sustainable challenges out 

carbon credit. There are two types of carbon 
of which 5 categories are as follows:-

credits 
?? Sustainable Bank of the year

Voluntary emissions reductions:- A carbon offset 
?? Technology in Sustainable Finance

that is exchanged in the over the counter or 
?? Sustainable investment of the year

voluntary market for credits.
?? Sustainable Investor of the year

Certified emission reduction:- Emission units 
?? Achievement in Inclusive Business

created through a regulatory frame work with the 

7. Green Banking Financial Productspurpose of offset a project's emissions. The main 

difference between these two is that there is a third  Green banking is creating effective and far 
party certified body that regulates that CER as reached market related solutions to reduce the 
approved to the VER. environmental problems which include air 

pollutions, biodiversity loss, climate change due 6.2 Green Banking Financial Products

to which natural living standard become effective These days banks developed so many innovative 
so to identify and secure the customer's benefits green products and also offer green loans on low 
banks introducing following green financial rate of interest. As housing and car loan segments 
programmes:-constitute the main portfolio of all banks so they 

7.1 Green Mortgagesadopt green loan facility.
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Which is also known as Energy Efficient Mortgage e n v i r o n m e n t  s u s t a i n a b i l i t y .  S o  m a n y  

Guide. It is an environment friendly loan which is opportunities are available in market for banks to 

provided for purchasing home. It's a special type utilize them and make their functional units and 

of loan that is designed to make homes more activities green. Few of them are as:-

energy efficient in a affordable price, considerably 8.1 Supply Chain Management:- Basically its 
at low interest rate. Banks also provide loan and manage the flow of goods and services includes 
mortgages to such clients those shifting firm the movement and shortage of raw material, 
conventional to green power. work-in-progress goods and finished goods from 

7.2 Online Banking production house to consumption point. All 

networks channels are interconnected to each Very popularly known as internet banking, net 
other which fulfill the requirements of customer's banking, virtual banking, phone banking or e-
at the end in this supply chain. Role of green banking which helps customers to make electronic 
banking in this to guide them to adopt techniques payments of bills and taxes, electronically transfer 
to minimize inventory and wasted freight and of funds from one account to another banks 
design their network which used less carbon account and so on. These days this features 
footprints provide a wide range of products and services to 

their customers and even also helpful in making 8.2 Enterprise Resources Management:- It is a 

cashless transaction. type of business management software, 

combinat ion  of  appl icat ions  for  such 7.3 Remote Deposit Capture
organizations those use to collect, store, manage This is an electronic system in which a customer 
and interpret data from different business will scan the cheque and transfer the images to 
activities including planning, designing, bank for deposit with the help of an encrypted 
manufacturing, purchasing, delivery service internet facility. When bank receives the cheque's 
marketing and sales and so on.image and details from an customer. They posts 

8.3 Customer Relationship Management:- This the deposit to the customer's account and makes 

is a kind of approach in which company try to the funds available based upon the customer's 

manage their relations and communication with particulars availability schedule. This kind of 

current and future customers in this companies facilities banks mostly provide to business 

tries to study the customer's behavior, history in customers in comparison to individual.

reference to company by this they improve 7.4 Green Car Loans
business relationship specifically focusing on 

Such kind of car loans attract more and more 
customer retention and to grow sales more and 

customers to purchase of eco-friendly and high 
more. In the CRM, companies gather information 

fuel efficient cars below market interest rates.
from different modes of channels like company's 

7.5 Green credit Cards
website, telephone, email, chat boxes, marketing 

Such kind of practices encourages a card holders surveys, social media and so on. By all this, they 
to earn rewards or points which they can try to understand more and more their customers 
redeemed for contributing to eco-friendly based so they can cater in best manner to them.
organizations. So these cards also offer excellent 

8.4 Sourcing and Procurement
incentives to their consumers to use their green 

It is a process through which management collect 
card for their expensive purchasing.

data, information, analysis, market research, 
8. Green Banking Opportunities

contracts, negotiation so they customize 
In the green banking process banks are trying to themselves to meet customer's specific needs to 
make their functional units and activities should achieve their goals i.e. profitability. In all process, 
be eco-friendly and help in improving outsourcing played a vital role to perform 
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business function so we have to select such expand in other branches too, to promote 

vendors who have high sustainability rating for environment friendly approach.

their products' services and operations. ?? SBI joined hands with Suzlon Energy Ltd. to 

8.5 Product Life Cycle Management use wind energy in replacement of thermal energy 

It represents an all-encompassing vision for in their business premise and still using wing 

managing all data relating to the design energy in their offices located in Gujarat, Tamil 

production, support and at last disposal of Nadu and Maharashtra.

manufactured goods. Green banking design and ?? SBI & EXIM bank jointly provide a long term 
offer their products and services in such a manner loan to solar global and aston field renewable 
which consume less energy and resources, resources for starting a solar plant in India.
produce less heat and carbon and have a long life 

10.2 Canara Bank
with less impact on environment.

?? They started various green banking services 
9. Green Banking Services

such as internet banking, telephone banking and 
According to the changes in time, changes in 

mobile banking.
business, banks also develope new products and 

?? They also implemented the solar power services on demand of customer have to make 
biometric ATMs in rural areas.their day to day transactions easy and specific 

?? Canara Bank started to take NOC (non-with sustainable choices. Few options are offered 

by banks to their customers:- objection certificate) from such manufacturing 

units which emit toxic pollutants, received from ?? Digital banking services help customers to 
central or state government pollution control fulfill their banks need anytime anywhere.
board while loan approval.

?? Electronic transfer of funds reduces the stress 
?? 1Bank also provides loans for setting solar of writing and sending cheques by mail.
lightning system upto 5-8 lac rs/unit.

?? Paperless statements e-generals related to 
 10.3 Punjab National Bank

product information digital guides and annual 
?? They promote the rain water harvesting in reports are available on website to customers and 
various areas.stakeholders.

?? Reduce the use of paper by increasing the use ?? Offers and promotes such schemes, mutual 

of email for internal communication.funds that focus investment in “Green 

Companies” ?? Use master censor/ master switches to save 

?? Debit cards and credit cards are very much the electricity also opt efficient lights, composite 

fax machines to perform multiple functions.popular these days to make payments of various 

expenses without carrying money. ?? Bank organizes the tree plantation on a large 

?? Mobile Banking also used for performing scale, counted 300 tree plantation drives till date.

balance cheques, account transactions, payments, 10.4 ICICI Bank

credit appliances etc via mobile phone or personal ?? They took paperless initiative like e-statement 
digital assistant (PDA) and e-greeting to save trees.
10. Different Banks took Different Steps to 

?? ICICI supports various organizations in 
Implement Green Banking

opting “go green” mantra by funding their eco-
10.1 State Bank of India

friendly based projects. They reduced their carbon 
?? They start up a paperless banking upto some printing by introducing e-banking, mobile 
extent in few branches in 2010 later on plan to banking, digital fund transfers to their customers.
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?? Bank also works with Indian army on a to reduce the carbon footprints, eliminates paper 

wastage, steps to reduce the wastage of light and water management project to conserve energy and 
water in offices and so on.its based projects.

12. Suggestions?10.5 IDBI Bank 

During this study, we interacted with so many ?? Bank started green initiative in corporate 
customers and bank's employees and found that governance under which the bank sends its all 
still public bank employees are busy with merger documents related to meeting half-yearly and 
system happened on 1april 2020 and customers annual reports electronically to their stake 
are in fear of security risk so banks must appoint holders.
an team to increase awareness activities about the 

?? Their exclusive teams works with clean 
benefits of green banking products and services 

development mechanism services.
and also training program in which customers 

?? They also refinance their schemes for energy must know not to share their passwords, personal 
saving projects in micro, small and medium identification number and other details with 
enterprises. strangers. Banks also need secured software shall 

be made so the customer's transaction must be safe 11. Findings

to promote more online transactions without The main objective of green banking is to avoid 
hazels.paper printing as much as possible to avoid 

Bank employees time to time aware their wastage of paper and reduce the carbon footprints 

customers by providing promotional programs because both creates high rate of pollution. So this 

which focus on ongoing and upcoming green traditional banking is shifting towards technical 

products and services. Even different websites banking which includes mobile, banking, digital 

and web pages must invite customers to review banking, green credit cards and mortgages. This 

the green banking products and services because will save lots of trees which are basic requirement 

now a days such social promotions are highly to conserve the environment. Green banking is 

helpful in promotion of big brands and services as appreciable because it promotes eco-friendly 

it is faster and effective method than word-of-business practices which will be highly beneficial 

mouth publicity.for future generation. Green banking is proactive 

and smart way of concept with an objective to 13. Conclusion
achieve future sustainability. Green banking also The main aim behind this study is to know how 
promotes cashless transactions and digital public and private banks implement the green 
payment methods to make quick and safe banking practices successfully among their 
payment mode anytime anywhere to avoid the consumers. Green banking is not only beneficial 
risk of theft and robbery while loading cash from for customers only but also for employees as they 
one place to another place. Green banking is not can perform their work more efficiently because 
paper savvy but also energy and time saver as it with the help of green banking at least 30-35% 
reduces the queues in bank premises and with the public queue reduces because now aware 
help of solar ATMs save lots of nuclear energy. customers are successfully using bank's 
Green banking is a combination of modern application to know the bank-balance, maintain 
banking and technical banking because it gives transaction records, transfer funds and other 
quick access of complete banking services in every factors are involved in this. Still large population 
customers hand via a mobile and internet banking is unaware about green saving accounts, green 
anytime anywhere. Green banking is not only for money market accounts, green mortgages remote 
individual but it also targeted the big corporations deposits but ATMs, debit card, credit card are very 
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Kandavel,D.(2013).Green banking initiatives of much popular, which shows that green banking 
commercial  banks in  India .SIT Journal  o f  products and services are on immature stage. So 
Management,3(2),pp.213-225.banks need to make more awareness among 
Katyal & Nagpal.(2014).Role of green banking in customers regarding green products and services, 
sustainable development of India. International journal how they are time and energy saving so customers 

0of 360  Management review,2(1). must feel their association with green banking. 
Kaur,N.(2016). Green banking- need of an hour. Customers must be assured about security and 
International Journal of Science Technology & 

safety for which employees make them things 
Management,5(8),pp.765-770. 

clear in easy communication way, must keep in 
Kumar,S.C.(2017). A study on customers' awareness on 

touch with them so they get support from due to 
green banking initiatives in selected private sector 

this satisfied customer must share or discussed 
b a n k s  w i t h  r e f e r e n c e  t o  k u n n a m  K u l a m  

green banking benefits with their friends and municipality.SSRG International Journal of Economics 
relatives which will be result in increment in users. and management studies,4(3),pp.40-42. 
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